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Sewanee, Tennessee

The University of the South

Draws

Preregistration Policy

Protest

Fine Arts Department Defends
Class Reservation Procedure

Amid charges of "plotting" and
"mean-spiritedness", the fine arts
department's decision to change the
registration process for all art history
and studio art classes has generated
controversy during Easter semester
move

directly linked with the

program

"I

been introduced.

Appointments

Faculty

stomach cramps and,

Staff Writer

headaches."

In the past week approximately 50
students have fallen ill suffering from
what University Health Service officials

term "food poisoning, or more likely, a

stomach

Twelve students have
symptoms so severe that they

virus."

exhibited

were hospitalized.
According to Mary Limbaugh of
the Health Service, the students have
complained of "vomiting, diarrhea,
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some
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of

attracts 3,000

just another

Tim Corbin-no.

"dumb jock,"

p. 12.

the

difficulties

in

the College to give

us a modcrnisi

position," says Wadlcy. "In fact,

we

their areas of concentration before the

have followed the advice of the
Appointments Committee and have
changed no registration policy except
that which deals with majors."

formal prc-regislration in order to be
guaranteed a space in the popular

Wadley also says that, "Contrary tc
maliciously circulated beliefs, which say

courses.

we have

majors must sign up for classes

However, many of these majors

in

arc

closed classes because our

request was turned down,

it

has

become

SEE ART, PAGE

number of spaces has

3

cases,

Freshman Ben Zeigler described the
illness as a "searing pain... like someone
had stuck a knife in my stomach."
Senior Scott Yeager complained of " a
weakness in my muscles and joints."
Students were not told exactly what
they were suffering from, but doctors
explained that food poisoning was a
possibility.

A flurry of rumors spread through
campus alledging that the students
were suffering from salmonella, or
another strain of food poisoning,
contracted from food prepared in the
Although
University's dining halls.
the

sort of virus

is

some

to blame.

DESPITE RUMORS,
week. (Photo by

sickness las
Gailor workers were apparently not serving up

Dee Davis)

University
might have an epidemic on its hands al
the height of finals prompted officials to
call in Walton Rich of the Tennessee

preparation."

Health
and
of
Environment's Division of Food and
Sanitation to conduct an
facilities.
inspection of dining hall
According to Marcia Clarkson.
Director of University Services, Rich

caused the illness. Limbaugh slated that
since no common food or drink has been
found the chances of food poisoning

The

threat

Department

5.

SPORTS:

that

the fine arts department in order to force

food poisoning has not been entirely

Task force intent on
preventing AIDS at Sewanee, p. 3.

Lessons and Carols

quite aware of a rumor

fine arts modernist professorship.
Under this system, which at times
has been used by the psychology and
other departments, art history and studio

finding that the

ruled out, evidence suggests that
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By Trey Moye

the

Committee, a standing committee of the
University, approved this denial for the

new

Unidentified Illness
Strikes Students

complicated

order to have disgruntled students
pressure the Deans' Office. These
charges are "totally untrue," he says.

The

students.

intentionally

registration procedure for their classes in

for all art classes has

many

had

department's request for a quarter-time
professorial position in modern art
history, a "pre-pre-registralion"

a complicated process for

Denied

the College's rejection of the

Dean of

SPRING REGISTRATION was

Accusations

Department Chairman Professor
William Wadlcy responded to
allegations that the fine arts department

registration.

In a

been limited by faculty imposed ceilings
on class sizes, and a departmental policy
to keep these courses as open as
possible to non art majors.

General

that

the

found "no problems

in

terms of

fooci

University Health officials have
interviewed all those who have come in
to find a common factor that could have

arc slim.

Officials are wailing on culturehave been taken to determine the
According tc
eause of the illness.
Limbaugh the results "should be known
in one week." In the likely event thai
there is a stomach virus is spreading on
that

the

that

Mountain, the Health Service states
there is no cure "aside from

isolation."
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ODK

Honor

Chooses

1

Lee University in 1903, honors students
who have excelled in the areas of

campus govern-

ment, social service, religious participation, journalism, speech or the mass
media, and the creative and performing

Only seniors and juniors are

accepted by the society.

The Sewanee chapter, known as the
Ai[
Alpha Circle, was founded on
i'

i

May 14, 1929, according to president
Joy Archer. "The purpose of Omicron
Delta Kappa is to recognize scholarship
and contributions to the University and
the

community

in

all

areas,"

slates

Archer.

new members

are a

representative group of students

who

think the 19

"I

have achieved academically and in other
distinguished fields," Archer says.

The newly

physics major from Atlanta, GA;
Kelly Lambert a social science/foreign
language major from Bcllcvue, WA;
Curtis Manning, a Russian and history
double major, from St. Simons Island,
GA; Mcrritt Martin, a history major
from Norfolk, VA;
and Michael
Reeves, a history major from Brandon,
a

New members were elected to the
Alpha Alpha Circle of Omicron Delta
Kappa, on Tuesday, Dec. 6.
The national honorary society,
which was founded at Washington and

arts.

Sewanee Week

New Members

The Sewanee Purple
News Staff

scholarship, athletics,

Society

elected seniors are:

Betsy Bemal, a psychology major from
Rich Boss, a
Nashville, TN;
philosophy and English double major

from Jacksonville, FL; David Folds,
majoring in political science, from
Chapel Hill, NC; Lisa Frost, a history
major from Atlanta, GA; Tim Gfroerer,

New

ODK

junior

members

arc:

Cynthia Bcckcn, a music major from
North Port, AL; Leigh Anne Couch, an
English major from Atlanta, GA;
Dennis Kczar, majoring in English,
from Bradenton, FL; Missy Meredith, a
double major in English and Spanish
from Lyon, MS; and Doug Merrill, a
political science and German double
major, from Baton Rouge, LA.
Other juniors selected are: Katy
Morrissey a double major in economics
and mathematics from Nashville, TN;
Kathy Roberts, majoring in English,
from Hunlsville, AL; Loretta Shanley,
a psychology and religion major from
Beaufort, SC; Howard Sompayrac, an
economics major from Hixson, TN,;
and Kathy Travis, majoring in Biology,
from Jackson, MS.
The 12 senior ODK members from
last year are Joy Archer, Cathy Carlisi,
Gwcn Colwell, Jennifer Davis, Pat
Gucrry, Wende Hall, Kim Hatfield,
Brian Jackson, Steve Kenney, Beth
Lamb, Jonathan Ludwig, Michael
Whclchcl, and Rob Wood.

By Ed Harold

Many

and one sorority

secretary
will

The Sigma Nu's elections were held
on Dec. 6. Junior Mik Larson will
serve as commander. Lieutenant
commander will be Sophomore Freddy

the Easter Semester.

sophomore. Juniors David Conkle and
Doug Hightshue will serve as secretary
and treasurer, respectively.
Beta Theta Pi chose their new
.officers on Dec. 6. They elected Dowd
Walker, a junior, president. The vicepresident will be junior David Anderson.

The new

secretary

is

sophomore Mike

Cleland, and sophomore Joe Burkel will

be the

treasurer.

Delta Tau Delta chose junior
Malone Gilliam to be their new

Chip Sloan will serve
as Vice-President.
Secretary and
Treasurer will be sophomores Kenny
Wood and Paul Stem respectively.
president. Junior

Lambda Chi Alpha elected
sophomore Doug Mook President.
They will choose other new officers
later in the year.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon conducted
elections on Nov.

28.

Junior Vic

Dc
will
Jeff

Last day of classes

PM SUT:

7:30

(TTMWF)

"Die Hard"

Reading Day
6:45

PM

7:30

PM SUT:

Sewanee Student

Christian Fellowship

"Die Hard"

Thursday. December 15

AM

Exams: 9:00
2:00
7:30

PM

PM

(9:00

MWFTT)

(10:00

TTMWF)

Cinama Guild: "Lonliness of the Long Distance

Runner"
Friday.

December 16

AM

Exams: 9:00

PM

Basketball: 5:30

7:30

and sophomore Malt Farley

which begin

in

Tuedav. December 13

MWFTT)

(11:00

(1:00 Classes)

Reading Day

recently held elections for positions

The ATO's held elections on Dec. 5.
Mike Raeber, last year's Vice-President
and a junior was elected president. The
new vice-president will be Bert While, a

(MWFTT)

SUT: "Die Hard"

Saturday. December 17

Crowley will fill the office of president.
Their vice-president will be sophomore
EdBarr. Senior Thomas Motley will be

fraternities

PM

2:00

Elections

Staff Writer

Last day of classes

7:30

MS.

Greeks Hold Annual
Officer

Modav. December 12

PM ET Women vs Emory (Atlanta)

PM ET Men vs Emory (Atlanta)

be the treasurer.

Monday. December 19

Reynolds will be the Treasurer.
The Fiji's elected junior Barton Mc
They will choose

AM

Exams: 9:00

Sophomore Richie Tyrrell
be the new recorder. Sophomore

Vail.

2:00

PM

Tuesday. December 20

Spadden president.

their other officers later in the year.

MWFTT)

(10:00

(Afternoon Classes)

Exams: 9:00

AM

(11:00

2:00

PM

(8:00

TTMWF)

Phi Delta Theta held elections on

Nov. 28.

Tripp Guilford will be
President. Junior John Creamer will
serve as vice-president. Bradford Ladd
will be secretary and senior Bruce
Hodgson will be treasurer.
The only Sorority to elect new
officers thus far this semester was Theta

Kappa

Phi.

Senior

as president.

J.J.

Paul will serve

Megan Walker

vice-president.

The

Katie Morrisey.

will

Laura Hill

fraternities

and

will

be

sororities will

hold elections later this month or in the
spring.

Last

21

Day of Exams
Exams: 9:00

be

treasurer will he

recording secretary.

Other

Wednesday. December

MWFTT)

2:00

PM

AM

(8:00

(9:00

TTMWF)

TTMWF)
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Sewanee Not Safe

'Real Dangers'

AIDS Task Force Addresses
AIDS and

of

By Ben Zeigler

was organized

administrators, the AIDS
seeks to bring a greater knowledge and

understanding of AIDS to students at
Sewanee and thereby keep them from

that no place is safe from the deadly
disease, especially a college campus.
In the relatively active sexual
environment of most college campuses,
AIDS has found a fertile breeding

ground, say analysts. According to
recent projections, by 1991 AIDS will
be the number one cause of death
among America's college students, a

which has caused a great deal of
concern in colleges and universities
fact

across the nation.

these

educational institutions have thus been
forced to deal with AIDS as a very real
and powerful threat to the health and
welfare of their students. Even small and
isolated Sewanee has been no exception.
In response to the

Art from page

growing problem

to control the

W. Brown Patterson, Dean of the
College, slates that he does not believe
the fine arts department is plotting to
pressure the College into acquiescing to

request
"This" is not something I'm saying

or an interpretation
says Patterson.

I

He

would put on

it,"

states that the best

solution "is to sit down with the
Registrar and the chairman and try to

work out

the

One of

In

said task force chairman

its first

official action in July,

task

the

1987,

poses."

it

force

the

highlights

of the

program will be a lecture on AIDS and
how the problem should be dealt with
by Dr. Richard Keeling, director of

Dean Mary Sue Cushman. "We hope
that by doing this that we might
minimize the real danger

make them

realize that."

the students about the dangers of AIDS
and the precautions they can take to
it,"

through

published a

comprehensive statement regarding
University policy on AIDS and an 18
point set of guidelines for its
prevention. Using these guidelines in
conjunction with the University Health
Office, the task force hopes to initiate a
regular program of AIDS education for
students at Sewanee, as well as deal

student health services at the University
of Virginia and one of the nation's

leading authorities on
Keeling will on March

AIDS. Dr.

1 at 4:30 in
Guerry Hall and afterwards will have a
dialogue with both students and faculty.
Cushman added that there is a great
deal of AIDS related material (books,
pamphlets, videos, etc.) available from

the University health office, the deans of

and the

students,

library,

and she urged

that all students take advantage of

most equitable

registration

Health

only in an advisory capacity for the
Dean of the College's Office.
In a copy of a committee memo

in that category. "I sympathize with
them, but the main thing to be realized

Dean Patterson, the five
members unanimously adopted a

directed to
faculty

policy that states, "If there are course
size problems, these could be handled
as they have been in other departments

by insuring through the advising
process that majors enroll for the
necessary courses prior to the
registration of non-majors and by
enforcing class size limits"

The memo

process for next semester."

further said that,

"When

departments of the

the needs of a single department
need to be viewed against the needs of
the whole College."
is that

Grievances Remain
Despite these sentiments, Wadley
states that a modernist professor is
crucial to alleviate the "overworked
professor's" class load, and to alleviate

the backlog of both art history and
studio art majors who must take the
class as a degree requirement

.Wadley states that he has directed
art professors to follow the
Appointment Committee's proposal to

compared

the

College, the fine arts department does
not appear to us to have a

a pre-pre-registration
"It is the fairest way we can
run the registration considering the

disproportionately heavy load of
students or majors." While the
committee declared it was"sympalhelic"

Art has not been offered
since 1987, according to art history
Instructor Julie Plax, but a Brown
Fellow professor, Dr. Pradip Malde,
from Napier College in Edinburgh, will

and agreed "more staffing would be

be leaching

implement
process.

demand
focus

for the courses,

our

...

we have

attention

on

to

our

majors.unfortunately to the exclusion of

many

students

who

could

have

previously gotten in these classes," he
says.

Committee
However,

AIDS

cases already

in dealing with those diagnosed as

having AIDS.
this end, no AIDS tests
be performed at Emerald-Hodgson
and those requesting a test are
referred to hospitals in Chattanooga,
Nashville, Murfreesboro, Franklin, and
Columbia. Cushman also said that even
students with AIDS would be allowed to
attend Sewanee, since they would pose

Toward

will

Hospital,

risk through casual contact.
The greatest danger foreseen by
both Treadwell and Cushman is the

no health

possibility of carriers of the
at

Sewanee. This virus

is

HIV

virus

a precursor of

AIDS, and generally does not manifest
any outward symptoms until it has
developed into AIDS after some five
years. Thus one could be a carrier,
capable of sexual Iransmission of HIV,
and never know it.
Both declined lo speculate on any
possible cases of HIV at Sewanee, but

it.

Both Cushman and University
Nurse Christine Treadwell
refrained from commenting on the

any cases that occur in the
University community.

with

of

present at Sewanee. However, both did
stress that that confidentiality and
anonymity would be of highest concern

Treadwell added,

"

With an estimated 2.6

million undiagnosed carriers of HIV in
the U.S., it is silly to think that there
are none at Sewanee."

i.

we have

size of our classes"

their

educational program will

contracting and/or spreading it
" Our main concern is to educate

prevent

AIDS even

"Students need to think carefully
about their sexual behavior, and if they
are going to be sexually active they
should take necessary precautions,"
Cushman said, " And we hope our

task force

Syndrome continues to spread, it has
become apparent to medical researchers

realize that there is a great danger

heterosexual intercourse.

of both faculty and

Made up

possibility

stressed that students

of contracting

in

the disease.

present in the small, intimate
environment of Sewanee, let alone its
becoming a serious problem. But as the
incurable Acquired Immune Deficiency

The administrations of

must

AIDS

1987 with
purpose of combating the the threat of

It seems difficult for many students
imagine the AIDS virus being

inevitable that

its

students enrolled at Sewanee, an
task force

to

Cushman

potential threat to the

Decisions

Professor

Charles

to other

their belief a
, it articulated
current fine arts professor should leach

desirable"

the course.

"Lots of departments have the
problem of courses they would like to
cover," says Patterson, "and usually
someone develops an interest in that
field and a course is offered." On the
issue of the registration problem,

Brockett, chairman of the Appointments

Patterson states that,

Committee, states that, "The restrictions were decided by the fine arts
department. The Appointments Committee only suggested, not recom-

clear.

mended, steps that could be considered."
The committee itself has no say in any
final registration decisions, and serves

"It is

not at

all

The Appointments Committee
recommended reducing the number of
students, but it didn't spell out how it
was

to

be done."

outlined the College's plan to
add on professor a year in the smaller
departments, but fine arts is not included

He

Modem

"We

it this semester.
are very grateful to the

Dean

for helping us obtain a Brown Fellow
"but
for this semester," says Wadley,
have
the situation remains the same-we

There are currently 30 art majors,
and 296 studenls taking art courses, 152
arts.
in art history and 144 in studio
With only four professors in the
department, the faculty to student ratio
:

74

"We

don't selfishly believe that

we

are the only department with a system
with a
in danger of overloading, or a
are
large faculty to major ratio, but we

among

the

most desperate," says

Wadley. "Typically

we are

is quite above Ihe Sewanee
norm, and certainly above the mythical

faculty ratio

11

:

in the top 10

1 ratio."

However,

there

are

other

departments with higher faculty-student
and faculty-major ratios, according to
Brockelt Figures compiled at the end of
students
last year show higher ratios of
history
lo professors in the English and
departments, and higher professor to
major numbers in economics, English,
history, and political science, with

psychology topping the list with a ratio
of one professor to 14 majors.
However, Wadley argues that fine
by
arts professors are additionally busy
having to maintain a library of 80,000
slides, setting up and maintaining art
exhibits in the University gallery, and
supervising work study assistants.
Furthermore, he slates that the situation
has become even worse since Ihe theater
department will not offer Iwo courses
this

a backlog of majors."

is 1

out of 20 departments in Ihe college in
enrollment of majors, and our student-

arts

semester that would satisfy the fine

requirement
Some students

are very angry
despite the explanations offered. Junior
Dandridge Woodworth, a studio art
says, "I came here for

major,
independent teacher attention, and
gets any worse I'll be disappointed."

if it

describes his art classes to be
and he
filled to the "bursting point",
will
worries that increased enrollment

He

make

the situation worse," Its lough
getting
it is , and its been

enough as

worse since

I've

been here."

December
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Chaplaincy Organizes
Group on Sexuality

Silenced Priest Speaks
proper perspective," said Fox,
ihe founder and director of the
in Culture and Creation
Spirituality, a unit of Holy Names
College in Oakland, California. The
in the

By Wil Mills

who

Staff Writer

is

Institute

Controversial Catholic theologian
Dr. Matthew Fox attracted a crowd of
more than 300 for a lecture in
Convocation Hall on Dec. I. After
more than four years of investigation,
^Vatican authorities recently ordered Fox
to

concept of a "Cosmic Christ" stresses
the inherent good of mankind.
Fox identifies what he calls the
depiction of the agricultural and natural

worlds as the principal corrupting

observe a year of silence beginning

Dec.

in modern society. This trend
can only be countered, he claims, by a
new relationship between humanity and
the earth. "Christ is in the environment

element

15.

Drawing from his latest book. The
the Cosmic Christ, Fox

Coming of

called for a change in altitudes toward

the

and demands our reverence," he said.
The Vatican order of silenceofficially termed a "period of reflection"-prohibits Fox from preaching or

environment, the young and
and religious institutions.
These ideas, which have caused him

political

considerable trouble with

Roman

more orthodox

publishing during the coming year.

Catholic authorities, urge a

with mysticism and a

new understanding

rule out the possibility of violating

of creation.

"We

have got

to gel religion

He

indicated that he currently planned to
observe the ruling, though he did not

global religious renaissance coupled

back

it

in

By

Tricia Helwig

only to those

Staff Writer

The

informal
discussion group on homosexuality.
Under the guidance of Assistant

has

established

new,

a

Chaplain Lisa Hunt and Lay Minister
Peter Gudaitis, the group, which
reportedly includes both homosexuals

and heterosexuals, is designed to address
the problems a gay person faces as well
as the questions raised by heterosexuals
about homosexuality. The meetings are
designed to "provide a supportive, nonjudgemental environment in which these
issues can be discussed," said a student
who has attended. Homosexuals are
encouraged not to be ashamed of their
feelings.

Many people at Sewanee tend to
avoid the subject of homosexuality. "If
homosexuality is discussed here, it is
usually with a sort of nervous ridicule,"

the future.

said Hunt.

Cash
For Your Used Books

who

express a sincere

interest in attending.

ministry of 'All Saints' Chapel

The

In the first meeting,

the group

watched a video in which a Roman
Catholic homosexual described the
feeling of isolation and alienation which
a homosexual feels.
to dispel

some of

He also attempted
the myths which

surround homosexuality.
The video reportedly proved
educational to those heterosexuals who
attended the meeting. The chaplaincy
hopes to try to "alleviate the feelings of

which resulted from the church
back on the issue in earlier
The next meeting
will feature Steven Main, who started
gay counselling at Oberlin College.
At the moment, the group, which
has only met once, intends to remain an

rejection

turning

its

years," says Hunt.

ministry at All Saints',

approached by several people
who were grappling with their
sexuality, decided to establish this group
so that the subject can be openly

after being

informal gathering. Hunt slates, "there
are no plans for the group to become a
formal organization funded by the
It will

university."

remain under the

sponsorship of the ministry of All
Saint's Chapel.

The purpose of this group
homosexuals who

support

Confidentiality

is

a

vital

which they find themselves;
educate heterosexual people about
homosexuality; and to provide an "nonto

attend the meetings are kept a secret to

condemning" atmosphere

privacy of the people
interested, and the location is revealed

"intelligent questions can

the

in which
be asked and

answered."

Now Through December 21
at

The University

Book and Supply
We offer 50%

of

Store

on books needed
Otherwise we will

list

for next semester.

pay current used book catalogue value.
Mon

-

Fri:

7:45

Saturday: 10:00

am - 5:00 pm
am -2:00 pm

Life is your
most valuable possession
pass

Of

on.
the riches you could leave to jour family, the most

it

all

precious

is

the

gift

of

life

Your bequest

to ihe

American

Heart Association assures that priceless legacy by supporting
carch into heart disease prevention.

To learn more about the Planned Giving Program,

Research saves

lives.

today.

It's

the

first

step in

American Heart
Association

making

a

memory

call

that lasts

a lifetime.

WE'RE FIGHTING

were fighting for
your life

to

feel

situation in

component of the meetings, according
to Hunt. The identities of all those who
protect

is

uncomfortable with their feelings or the

discussed.

FOR YOUR LIFE

American Heart Association

us

beyond
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Thousands Attend Annual Chapel
By Laura

According to Smith, the festival is
a showcase for the entire community,
particularly for the choirs. The cover

Spiers

Staff Writer

for this year's bulletin, depicting the

The 29th annual Festival of
Lessons and Carols attracted almost
3,000 people from around the country
the weekend of Dec. 3, officials
reported. The festival, traditionally one

Angel of the Lord, was designed by
Melissa Gay, a fine arts major of the
class of 1990.

Another person who puts
festival a success is

Tarou Cathedral, and has been developed
from a style that is mostly Victorian in

beautify the greenery for the services.
Along with Ms. Walker and other

Alternating scripture readings

from the King James Version of the
Bible with carols sung by the
University Choir and hymns sung by
both the Choir and the congregation, the

matrons,

and

New

1,035 were seated.
High school senior

JUUE KING was one
Carols. (Photo by

Tim Moore,

of the

many

participants

i

\ual Festival

of Lessons and

Lyn Hutchinson)

to

whose
Sewanee

from Colorado, and was looking forward
to attending the service he had heard so
about.

Members of these
groups.
organizations are also selected to read

related

year carried church
Ala.,
Huntsville,
Cleveland, Tenn., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
and Atlanta. Ga.
Many of these people stood in line
for as long as three hours in order to get
a choice seat near the front of the
chapel, and some wanted to know why
the doors of All Saints' Chapel open
only one hour before each service.
Professor Gerald Smith, who
coordinates Lessons and Carols, had an
answer to that query. Smith said that it
takes workers about one and one-half

groups

sororities

served coffee, hot cider, and cookies to
the people as they stood in line.
Despite the cold and long lines,
most people seemed to think that

Proctors and assistant

the lessons.

proctors serve as ushers, and special
arrangements are made for access and

As matron Mrs. Dorothy

beautiful.

about

seating for the handicapped.

I

don't

know what else

it."

—

We're Fighting For Your

Life.

In

A Class B y

Yourself

this

from

hours per service to get the chapel ready,
and the candles changed and lit. Smith
also mentioned that the people who
work the service, the ushers, the
sacristans, and others, need time to

American Heart

'make your own schedule

Association
'study at your

The Hair Gallery
•get individualized attention

Kay Gamer

^

-0

f

Kim

Terry

Klafsun's Wolff System

Tanning Bed

fl

Tues - Sat
Evenings by Appointment

t

jf

rehearse their duties before the service

|

598-0668|

begins.

particularly enjoys
about the service is that it is "the single
best example of getting the Sewanee
community together." The service

What Smith

draws upon organizations from all over
the Mountain, including Greek
organizations, proctors, faculty and staff

own pace

'combine work and education

tti

'.

Turn Left Behind Pharmacy
Then a Block and a Half
Ahead on Left
4,

Tennessee and
Take college credit courses from The University of
available. For more
transfer the credit. Over 160 courses
for Extended
information, send the coupon below to UT Center
KnoxviUe, Tennessee
Learning, 420 Communications Building,
37996. Phone (615) 974-5135.
Send

me the following citiuog(s):

Name

college

high school

.

Address^
City

UP

UT is

Easley,

six-year veteran of the Lessons and
Carols service, said, "It's simply

Take the course you need when you need it.
Through independent study by correspondence, you can be

David's churches in Nashville, who said
they had heard about the service and had
decided to come hear it for themselves.

more

bit

tolerable,

spent.

of the University, the Fire and Police
Departments, EMS, and various church-

Also attending Lessons and Carols
for the first time were Diane Lewis and
Annette Pilcher from St. Anne's and St.

Buses and vans

new and much-appreciated
make the wait a
members of the six

attempt to

waiting for the services was time well-

a

prospective University student

an alumnus, cam

a

In

people were seated

performances of the festival on
Saturday, Dec. 3, at 5:00 p.m., and
Sunday, Dec. 4, at 5:00 and 8:00 p.m.
The largest number of people attended
the Sunday 5:00 p.m. service, when

much

the fraternities

set in place."

A total of 2,915
for three

is

all

of the University decorated
matron, Mrs. Johanna

One

Sudlow, commented, "I could actually
believe in Christmas elves, when I
began to see all the beautiful greenery

York, and Dallas

to attend.

father

members of

sororities

the chapel.

service has such a far-ranging reputation
that people travel from places as far

as Florida,

a great

matron of Trezevant Hall. For the
fourth year, she supervised the
decorating of the chapel. Walker began
selecting greenery from the University
forests three months in advance, and
used waxing techniques to maintain and

other groups and individuals.
The Festival of Lessons and Carols
derives from a service originally held at

away

in

make the
Winnie Walker,

deal of time and effort to

of the main events of the Sewanee
Christman season, involves not only
the University Choir, but a number of

interest.

Festival

in EEO/504/ Tide DC employer.
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Shuttle Needed

could use other words and be just as
offensive. I am offended that one of my

Changing Times

In light of the controversy over student drinking that erupted last

month

in the press, the current lack

of an operating shutde service for

To

those unable to drive safely from campus parties is particularly troubling.
Apparently, according to one Bacchus officer, the key to the once-familiar
bright orange

Bacchus Mobile has been

lost after the vehicle

had been sent

out for repairs.

This condition must be rectified. Last week, from one fraternity
formal alone, there were five recorded DUI cases; obviously, this is
intolerable and cannot continue. We urge that the responsible officials
immediately address this fundamental problem before a more serious and
potentially tragic incident occurs.

I'm a former Sewanee student who
hopes to return soon. I acquired a copy
of the Purple in which Jordan Savage
and David Freeland wrote a guest
commentary concerning social
segregation.
Mr. Savage and Mr.
Freeland call for students of The
University of the South to fight social
First

parties.

This is one deficiency in what has been an otherwise successful
alcohol policy the past few years, and we would again urge that
something be done to put the shuttle service-either in at least its former
form or some other-back on the streets.

During the summer session a
fellow student repeatedly used the word
"nigger" with demeaning intent in

That's

I

was

raised."

Anyone

prejudice

is not "just
Racial prejudice is

wrong.

we all our own

thinkers?

There is no validity to discrimination.
It has no place in a value system
because it isn't logical, yet it's being
accepted because, "that's just the

way

Yes, students at The University of
the South need to fight social

A great start would be for
are racially prejudiced to
and accept that all men are created

segregation.

those
realize

who

equal.

Sincerely,

Meredith McDannald Walker

Houston,

To

TX

the Editor:

You
letters

not offended that a white
person would say "nigger" because he

My

are mistaken!

previous

you were certainly not

to

"angry":

on

had a great
deal of fun writing them, and was hard
put to extricate my tongue from my
cheek in order to lick the stamps!
Jousting with Mr. Hodge is much better
the contrary,

I

entertainment than that usually afforded

me!

However,
I

he calls

I

am now just a

teeny bit

call

Mr. Hodge an

me

a prig— really, Mr. Hodge!

idealist,

SEE LETTERS, PAGE

and

8

The Sewanee Purple
The Student Newspaper of The University of the South
Founded 1892

admissions and

fundraising appeals, on the strength of tradition here, it is difficult to see
how this sustained neglect of valuable pieces of an can be allowed to
continue.

The

inevitable

answer

to that, of course,

is

money. But Sewanee

seems to have no hesitation in embarking on dormitory renovation and
executive searches which undoubtedly costs the University something, be
it the channeling of a donation or the issuing
of bonds. Why, then, is our
artistic heritage allowed to fester?

These awful storage conditions beg another question. How
willing is a potential future donor going to be to give the University
a gift
of sculpture or painting if he knows that we cannot take care of what we
have received in the past?

Many Thanks
As

MARGARET MOORE

DAVID KING

Business Manager

Robert

Design Editor

Vamado

News Editor
Features Editor

Holly Patrick
Parker Oliver

Sports Editor

Michael Deaderick ....Editorial Assistant
David Hale
Layout Assistant
Baron Jordan

Doug Merrill

Advertising

Scott Ortwein

Circulation

Dee Davis

Photography Editor
Production Assistant
Layout Assistant

Ellen

McBee

Palmer Hough
Layout Assistant

draws to a close, the staff of The Sewanee Purple
would like to thank those who have helped us over the past few months.
The staff box at right contains only a few of the names of those whose
contributions are mdispensible to the production of this
newspaper
are especially grateful for the cooperation
of the University faculty and
officials who have generously given our reporters
time and assistance.
Likewise, a hardy few of our writers have always
been willing to come
through at the last minute with seemingly impossible
assignments.

We

Moreover, we would like to thank our readers and subscribers
for their
We have made a considerable number of changes in the Purple

patience.

semester; we hope that you will bear with us as we
continue to
experiment with new ideas.
The staff of the Purple looks forward to continuing our efforts
in the

Ed Harold, Tricia Helwig, Rebecca Kuster,
Mik Larson, Ramsey McGrory, Wil Mills, Trey Moye, Laura Spiers, Elizabeth
Temple, Ben Zeiglcr.
Professor John V. Rcishman, Chairman, University Publications Board

The Sewanee Purple
students of

is

published every two weeks during the academic year by the
the South. Signed opinions expressed within do not

The University of

necessarily reflect the opinion of the editorial staff,

The University of

the South, or

its

employees. Unsigned editorials represent the consensus of the senior editorial staff.
EDITORIAL
ADVERTISING OFFICES: Third Floor, Bishop's
Common, Sewanee, Tennessee. Address correspondence to: The Sewanee Purple /
University Station / Sewanee, TN 37375. (615) 598-1204. Subscriptions arc $12.00
a year.

AND

this

taster semester.

Manager
Manager

Staff Writers: Jim Boteler, David Folds,

the semester

it

is."

cross:

am

We understand that University officials are aware of the problem;
sells itself in

When confronted with
was, "That's just the way

how

know that racial
the way it is."
I

which is estimated to be worth around one
million dollars. This rather embarrassing disregard for the University
Permanent Collection is something that, in the apt words of Professor
William Wadley, "reduces the cultural heritage of the University."

excuse. Aren't

so has this attitude.

with the intelligence to be enrolled at
Sewanee should have the intelligence to

this collection,

indeed even

students convey

to be a superior attitude
toward minorities. Unfortunately the
reason this attitude eixsts is because we
are taught to have that attitude. We are
products of our environment and social
background. In the past, racial prejudice
was not only accepted, but expected as
well. Times have changed however and

it is.

In our last issue we featured a story on the deteriorating conditions
of what once passed for a University Museum. About 75 works are
stored in fluctuating humidity, creating a potentially destructive

itself,

Many

Sewanee.
what seems
at

this his reply

yet for a place that prides

solve the

prejudice exists within the student body

conversation.

Vanishing Treasures

we must

A large amount of racial

basic problem.

at

appeared to figure prominently around campus.
There are several reasons for this, including apathy from hosts
who are given the option, on Party Permission Forms from the Deans of
Stud-- us, to obtain use of the Bacchus Mobile at their functions. These
hosi^ oliould be painfully aware, especially after last week's spate of DUI
cases, of the need for some alternative form of transportation from their

atmosphere for

peers would use, "that's just the way it
is.
That's how I was raised," as an

the Editor

segregation.

Blame cannot be assigned to any one party, but there seem to be
some holes both in the process of recruiting the mobile and in running it
parties. Even when the vehicle had a key and worked, it never really

>
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i

College Shows Contempt for Art

ROGER

HODGE

students seeking to satisfy the arts
requirement turn to the Fine Arts dept.,
and just because a huge number of us
frequently take arts classes even though

Fine Arts department to demonstrate
that studio arts classes have intellectual
content because we all know that art is
simply emotive, finely wrought manual
labor that has no connection at all with
the real world as opposed to philosophy
which of course has tremendous
applicability or English because
everyone knows that English is where
its' at ~ just look at the number of
professors in that department — and
English really does apply to the real
world, much more so than the visual
arts, I mean just the other day I read in
the Purple that in English 101 we get
introduced to the literature and thought

we don't have

that

and great

That Fine Arts department really
chaps my fanny! I mean, allowing art
majors to pre-preregisler so that they
may get in the courses and not be
excluded by art-hungry senior
gownsmen hot on the elective trail because the Appointments
just
Committee suggested that they do so is

no excuse.
I can't see why it matters whether
or not freshmen and sophomores get
into art classes— as if we really care

Simply because there's more to
running a fine arts department than
preparing lectures and advising students,
such as running a major university
gallery, hosting a season of exhibitions,
maintaining the physical plant that
supports 296 arts students this semester
alone, that includes a slide library of

80,000 slides, two darkrooms, the
sculpture, studio at the Dairy and all the
other studios, and just because most

for

them

to

there is still no excuse
expect another faculty

to,

whether or not the department wants to
be sure that they can bring majors along
when all we want to do is get into an art

position, right?

class either to satisfy graduation arts

visual

requirements or just because art

is

cool

Right?

were any

I

mean,

its

not as

if there

intellectual content in the

and the head of the
Appointments Committee was certainly
arts

justified several years

ago

in asking the

summit" on his return, and the
world was left with the lasting color
portrait of Reagan and Gorbachev's
sitting in some poolhouse before a fire.
A photo op of Achilles and Priam could
have done no better in the world press.
The disasterous Iceland summit
followed in the autumn of 1986.
Thiown together like some sort of
country weekend, the meeting had
Reagan showing up there in Rekyjavik
after reading Tom Clancy's Red Storm
Rising on the plane in. Gorbachev
sprung some notion of a nuclear-free
world in exchange for a halt to space
defense research, and Reagan had to fly
back to Washington after being forced to
stand by reality and 40 years of
In the realm of public
deterrence.

Amid domestic troubles and gushing
from the Western press, Mikhail
Gorbachev dropped in on New York last
week for his fifth meeting with Ronald
Pundits and politicians
Reagan.
nurtured and propagated the illusory
"spirit" of Geneva, Moscow, and
Washington as if this brief luncheon
between the chieftains of the
superpowers would again, magically,
dissolve

all

our differences in Marshal

McLuhan's global village.
It is an odd affair, this business of
summiteering. Meetings between the
American and the Soviet leaders make
the kind of copy that popular
newsmagazines thrive on; overlarge
color pictures of the two men bedecked

relations,

however,

the

General

Presidency.

As this goes to press, so go our
newsmagazines, but
already the vision of glossy color
picture spreads and journalese essays is
unfolding in the mind's eye. No doubt
the two hours the President, Presidentfaithful national

and General Secretary spent
together will take on mythical
dimensions; handshakes, winks, and
grins will be embellished into tangible
signs of the "winds of change" that are
sweeping the globe on Nightline and in
the pages of middle-class magazines.
But we must remember

that there are

Gorbachev

shaking hands in front of
pavilions or little white Rekyavik
houses inevitably sprawl across the
pages of Time and Newsweek.
Each magazine's in-house senior
writer invariably bats out some selfimportant essay on how the meeting

Washington for the Gorbachevs and

Union since 1959, recently toured the
country and wrote back that "most of
my friends give Gorbachev only two or
three more years before his reforms are

some Homeric sense of warriorkings coming "to the summit" to chat
away over coffee a half-century of
diplomatic cold and regional hot war
that stretches from the Bay of Pigs to
Saigon. It's a sort of like Hugh Sidey

II

going international with his courtesan

proud.

about

their heads,

fulfilled

Spring in

The images of

one of Michael Deaver's
into

conviction.

last

great

crafted imagery before he

Bilburg

the signing of the

and

Reagan called

criminal
it

their

INF

determined deployment of the Pershing
missiles in

NATO

countries lingers,

does the sight of Reagan and
Gorbachev's working a Red Square
as

taking his nation.

Fiefer, a veteran

who

American

has covered the Soviet

scrapped and he

is

more standard Soviet

reduced

to a

leader.. .or

much

banished

to his garden, like Khruschev." It is
under this cloud that Gorbachev comes
to the

United States.

with

unfailing knack for saturation and

journalese phrase invented by reaching

trip to

New

York and Governor's Island may have
all-time high of hollow
hit an
diplomacy. Cable
its

George
reporter

is

We seem to find some
psychological solace in the fact of
summits. The myth that the two titans
who tower over the world can come
together, speak civilly, and try to heal
separates two
the breach
that
fundamentally different systems of
governing and of values comforts us in
this "Nuclear Age," (itself just another

crowd, kissing babies.
Deaver, had he not been under
indictment at the time, would have been
Last Wednesday's field

The 1985 Geneva slumber parly was

slid

for the Reagans.

Treaty, the product not of these glitzy
and largely hollow spectacles called
summits but of the President's

presidential pieces.

moments of

Moscow

hyperbole, declared

News Network,
it

"Superpower Day"

the same manner and that just
because photography students have to
almost $200 worth of equipment
each, and just because Carlos is down to
his last red bulb for the darkroom, and
just because other studio arts classes are
being taught with twice the number of
students to whom a professor can
possibly give attention, and just because
most students expect to have an
adequately equipped fine arts department
at a college that cost $12,000 a year,

I

of this doesn't

mean

diddlysquat?

learned something as

Monday morning.

I

I

registered

learned that the

SEE HODGE, PAGE

1

8

Irrelevant
pundits).

This sense of reassurance has been
needed since that moment in September
1949, when evidence of the first Soviet
atomic explosion became conclusive.
Arthur Vandenberg said at the time that
"this is a different world," and it has
been within this context of mutual fear
and deterrence that we have lived under
since.
It is

elect,

other voices coming out of the Soviet
Union, other visions of where

said

much

that!).

beneath whirring helicopter blades in his

of

Jaj.v

So, anyway, the fine arts
department is just trying to get back at
the Administration (whoever that is) and

and gave us what may be the last scene
of Ronald Reagan's feigning deafness

suggestion

Doesn't the fine arts department
know that lots of other departments arc
overworked and institutionally abused in

that all

hear

Secretary enjoyed a brief moment of
what pundits called "initiative."
The true great hours on the stage
were reserved for the dual Christmas in

in their topcoats, breath frosty

following the
committee.

forms the foundation of Western
Culture (students of Homer, Plato,
Virgil, Cicero, Horace, St Paul, St
John, etc. would sure be surprised to

'Newsmagazine Summit
"fireside

Committee and the
Dean of the College for not giving them
a 1/4 time Modernist, by precisely
the Appointments

understandable, therefore, that

such meetings be regarded as signs that

we

aren't inevitably sliding to the brink.

But

presupposes that face-lo-face,

this

human encounters, really

alter

somehow

the direction of the policy of nations.

Averell Harriman, wartime ambassador
to Moscow and a longtime diplomatic
player, believed that problems could be
solved and deals

made

if

the right people

got around the right table in the right
room. And a case can of course be made
for that highly individualistic approach
to history.

But the summits we have now bear
no resemblance whatever to Harriman's
long predawn conferences with Stalin
during World War II, when the two
would sit in the Kremlin and discuss the
postwar, postatomic world. Today our
meetings
national

are, like everything else in

life,

our

scripted and performed for

television.

So let the laudatory postmortems on
Gorbachev's Manhattan holiday roll.
But let us never forget that what
separates us, despite all the rhetoric and
all the editorialist gushings, cannot be
solved on a ferry boat ride around the
Statue of Liberty.

Jon Meacham, a sophomore

in

College, is Associate Editor of
*

Sewanee Purple.

the

The
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HODGE FROM PAGE

.

7)

honesty

Are your arguements so Uiin lhal you
must sloop lo insult in lieu of a more
rational response? I am so sorry that
you cannot stick 10 the issues, but
instead must descend to vilifying a
person whom you have not even met. I

am aware

thai

my

prose style shows

sad

if

that

true,

face

(in

American

that of the traditionalist.

represent

finest products,

its

throughout in a spirit, not of irony, but
of good manners! In addition, whilst I
am a mother, for the purposes of this
correspondence il is more apt to
characterise

viewpoint.
The Closing

intellectuals

who

up lo unpleasant truths, those

surnames without a prefix. It seems to
mc to be 'leddibly, leddibly' prep school,
and I have referred to MISTER Hodge

me

as

motherhood being

a

'subscriber',

entirely beside the

point!

of the American Mind) makes the point
much better than I can, being a mere
history grad, but il appears lo be true
thai Ihc only opinion which is not
tolerable lo

il

In closing, I would just like to
I object very strenuously
new journalese habit of giving

academia-tolally incapable of toleration

Bloom

am

lo this

il

conservative

lost a

mention thai

However, il is
his approach.
increasingly clear lhal Mr. Hodge is a
typical product of laie-lwenlicih century
the

you

irulhs will not change*.

would be strange and
young man were not idealistic

Professor Allen

I

but

people

male for a long,

in

for

letter to

very sure you know to be
was much too unpopular lo
prim, wasn't il? You must realise that
unless American soccity, and the young

which

Lime now!
For a person of my years and
experience lo describe a young man still
in school as an 'idealist' is scarcely an
in fact,

first

major paragraph between here and Ihc
Il contained
pages of ihc Purple.
statements which I know to be true, and

lor.

insulL

My

views.

response to the rantings of her male
colleague ("she giggled") was entirely
appropriate: we have been amused by
antics of the

fair

Scwancc!
Indeed, Mr. Editor, you loo have
been guilty of suppressing 'non-liberal'

awful shock if you met mc! However,
confusing style with substance is a
speciality of yours, isn't it? 1 had hoped
for bctier from a Sewanee-cducatcd man.
And incidentally, sir, your co-ed's

illy

compel a

to

hearing for the conservative, but dial
commodity appears to be sadly lacking
on Ihc campuses of America, including

signs of over-exposure 10 18th and 19th
century literature, but you might gel an

th»

OUGHT

Yours

sincerely,

Sharlenc A. Proctor (Mis.)
Huntsville,

is

Alabama

Intellectual

7

department has been
requesting additional funds, and a new
faculty appointment for years and years

The

and years

.

.

Why

.

positive response?

don't they gel a

Are the visual

was asked -

-

essentially

lo justify the

content. What's

have

Student Charges

intellectual

wrong here?

form other science majors. My poinl is
not that we should move to rid
ourselves of an overabundance of
scientists on the faculty, but that the art
department finds itself in a bad family

Can you imagine

situation.

the

Administration telling the chemistry
department, "Sorry, we're a little low on
funds, the students will just have lo buy

own laboratory equipment and
chemicals. And, sorry, we won't be
able to give you any money to maintain
the equipment you already have." This
is whal Ihey have told the Fine Arts
Iheir

Our

department

art

I

is

majoring in fine
classes in the

department, and have been frustrated by
the cost of materials, the lack of
facilities, the lack of concern for the arts
- this school is not giving us our

money's worth.
Administration (whatever that means!)
damn about the fine arts

doesn't give a

department.
It

happened as

Modem

the

moming.

According to a fellow student who
happens to be a chemistry major, lhal
department has three majors and five
That seems odd to mc.
professors.
How many non-chemistry majors take
I don't
classes in lhal department?
know, but my guess would be that the
number falls short of 266. I know thai
they handle students fulfilling science
requirements and degree requirements

victim of neglect, and yes,

University

arts

existence of studio arts classes in words
very close to these: please demonstrate
that studio arts classes

who have considered
who have taken

arts,

an unimportant or peripheral subject?
Not too many years ago, for those of
you who didn't catch this. Dr. Wadley

department.

tmnntt 3mt

us

fine arts

I

tried lo register for

Art class at 8:45,

Monday

Registration had been going

on for precisely 45 minutes, and all Ihc
art history classes were already closed.
How was Ihis possible? Did every
single gownsman who preceded me in
registration sign up for three art history
Puzzled, I
thought not.
I
classes?
walked upstairs to Dr. Wadley's office to
investigate.

Wadley
Dr.
Apologetically,
we have 30 art majors whom need the Modem Art course
to graduate (you see, we don't have a
modernist on staff), therefore, ihe
department had no choice but to prcpreregister the majors so that Ihey
would all get the course. 30 majors,
two art historians, two studio artists and how many non-majors take art
classes? My guess would be exactly

explained that
all

of

266

this

semester.

Shenanigans

a

would say

both physical and emotional abuse.
In a recent conversation, a Trustee

of the University told

me

department was going

to

thai the art

have

to

be

improved if Sewanee were going to
compete nationally. Why then, are we
going to renovate Quintard in order to
house more students ~ when we don't
seem to have enough professors as it is
- before we adequately house, equip, and
Why
staff the Fine Art department?
don't we at least give them enough
money to build an adequate program
wilh die existing facilities? For all of
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DuPont Library Faces Book Loss

Crisis

By Elizabeth Temple

the library and

Staff Writer

to

its

volumes. According

Section V of the Code, "the
preservation of equal access to scholarly
materials is essential in any academic

The disappearance of a growing
number of books from duPonl Library

community. ..it is a violation of the
Honor Code to fail to check out a book
taken from the library, or to remove
from the building without proper

is reaching crisis levels, according to
various University officials.
The
problem includes the removal of
reference materials, perodicals, and
books taken from the library without
being checked out officially.
According to University Librarian

authorization non-circulating malcriats

such as reference books, periodicals, or
reserved books."

This loss of books and periodicals

David Kearley, library records indicate
that 753 books were taken illegally but
relumed through the outdoor bookdrop
from 1986 to 1988. By contrast, 263
volumes have disappeared during this

when students and faculty
"urgently need" them is Kcarley's
primary concern. He says that when
one takes materials, one could be
"hurting their best friends, and certainly

calendar year alone.

the College as a whole."

These

statistics,

at times

At a recent meeting of the
University's dormitory staffs of Head

however, can only

show how many books have been taken
and returned. The numbers do not
books reshelved by students
or kept in carrels or on tables
throughout the library.
"Most of the books which go out

Residents, Proctors, and Assistant
Proctors, Dean of Men Robert W.
Pearigen called attention to this growing
crisis, and he echoed Kearly's assertion
that the ultimate result of prolonged

reflect those

eventually

come

back, but

maybe

or even 3 years later," Kearly said.
cites the loss of reference

SENIOR FRITZ KREIMER seems
missing library books. (Photo by

has no

1, 2,

He

One gownsman

unaware of

blissfully

the

growing problem of

Dee Davis)

them," Kearley

said.

books and

said that he had

"taken books but I always return them
eventually.. .the process of checking
them out is a technicality that I

periodicals as perhaps the most
significant problem, for "these materials
are not circulated, and the library staff

:

way of recalling

sometimes overlook." Ano
echoed this attitude, saying

loss of materials

er student

would be a security

system.

that "I like

The estimated

because 1 don't want
lo sit there in the library and read them."
But Kearley empasizes the role of
the Honor Code in the maintenance of

to steal periodicals

is in

cost of such a system

the $40,000-60,000 range, and the

need for

this

system will be examined

light of future

book

losses.

ALL YOU CAN EAT

BUFFET
FOOD BAR
Every Day
!&*:

WEEKDAYS
.WEEKENDS

$4.95
$5.95

Menu
Varies
Daily

cy*f ^y\oi.t

(

LlnuiuaL JLadUi <^l OIE
'

Announcing

the

Opening

Of our Second Store
Come
Located

Visit lis in our

9{fw Seioanee Store
in the Qrey Mouse

neict to the (Post Office

To Introduce Ourselves
'We art offering a

20%

to

Sewanee Students

"Discount from "Hov. 1-12.

"We Offer Qreat Ladies' Clothing

and Accessories.

'Most are designed by 'Wanda 'Webb.

Parties

We

V

Cater to Sewanee!
For More Info Call

924-2268

Christmas

is

just around the corner, so

it's

a great time to

start shopping for the holiday season.

[STAURAHT!
598-9712
Monleagle, Term.

Mon

Sewanee
Next to the Post Office
In

-

Sat

9am - 5pm

967-4434
In Winchester
Just off the Square

in
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Bowl System Needs Changing

f

PARKER

format to determine their champion.
practical or beneficial to those involved? I don't claim
to

have worked out all the bugs in the
is what I recommend:

eight or nine.

By Parker Oliver
Sporls Editor

2) Split up the
trim

3)

Well, try bowl games, bowl
games and more bowl games. Sevenfor *nal?

down

to

Use

method

the already existing

Seems simple, doesn't
lengthen the season, but

season indeed.

it?

the things to make money. And the
networks don't exactly broadcast them

it

out of the kindness of their hearts. Add
12 more games and make some more
money. It is a prudent business deci-

does

It

gives the

sion for the

#20
games some meaning.
Michigan State faces the unranked
Bulldogs of Georgia in the Gator bowl

extra

Is it finally a very long season full
of sound and fury signifying nothing?
What do all these Bowls prove? Well,

crown a new national chamit really take 17 games
and
new

this year.

Who

Dawg

crazed

But does

cares? (to the

fans,

I

apologize)

if

was the first step en route for a national championship 1 bet the game
would have an extra dose of Blue-Gray

champion?

Gator Bowl officials I'm sure
would not be opposed to the added exposure or the added magnitude of their

In my scheme of things it would
think that the
I
take a few more.
should switch to a tournament

rivalry.

NCAA

the

.

But, barring a miracle, the Hurricanes
will finish with a #2 or #3 spot at best,
pouting all the way. I guess the $2.75

Bowl on New

meet

Year's

in the Finale

Day

in

Dayton,

Ohio. Those nasty sportswriters will
not be able to play favorites anymore.
Admittedly, my scheme makes the
college season a little longer, but I
think a little more exciting as well.
The National Champion would have to

play 8 or 9 regular season games, followed by 5 play-off games. That's a
grand total of 13 or 14 games, only a

couple games more than what they play
now. Surely that is not too many
for the players to endure.

games

As

I've said, the real crux of the

lies with good old-fashioned
money. It is not that the powers that be
don't want to make the season longer
with the added play-off games, thus increasing the stress and fatigue on their

matter

lambs.

little

their season

would cut

They pray to God that
be cut any shorter, by a
the play-offs. That

make

failure to

into their T.V. revenue, ticket

revenue, concession sales, alumni gifts.
Oh heavens no, we can't have that, leave
Let's play our 11
it the way it is.
if we get a bowl bid, hurray,
another umpteen million bucks in
National Championship?
Double Hurray, as it means prime time

games, and
that's

the

till.

A

air-play next season

on the networks.

Orange Bowl

A play-off system would make the
bowl season a lot more exciting and
certainly would provide a much better

might soothe their aching egos. The
toumament-type system I advocate
leaves a team with no one to blame but

determination of the National Champion. But the Scrooges of the world
always find a way to ruin the Christmas

themselves. If all goes as planned with
the play-off system, the two best teams

season.

million for playing in the

•.cAs&
»--#

Bowl Com-

If nothing else but a few more
hundred thousand dollars, my system
gives every team a fair shake. This
year, for example, many people believe
that Miami is the #1 team in the nation.

many
But

NCAA,

mittees, and the teams involved to
switch to the play-off system.

this

the California Bowl, Holiday,
Liberty Bowls included -to crown a

sys-

second season boils down to anyway is
money. The teams play because they
get paid. The Bowl Committees have

of ranking teams. Rank them 1-32 and
pair the teams off.

teen of those mothers in all. College
football's second season spans from
Dec. 10 to Jan. 2. Tis a very long

national

it

#1)

those chestnuts roasting.
ow wait a second, 'Tis the season

will

now existing 17
game off that

1

in all to finally boil

my

Holiday or Liberty Bowl
tem is not pressing out the smaller
bowls. What it's doing is creating 12
more games that can be called Bowls if
really need be. And all this hyper-Bowl,
fans,

docket-the California Bowl, perhapsand devise a 16 game bracket (That's 29

games

in

my

Oh, don't worry you California,

Bowl games,

Tis the season. I think I've gol it
Tis the season. What more appropriate
lead in is possible for such a festive
time of year? I bet you can just taste

pion.

In

around

to

1 1

the illustrious Califor-

except, of course, the
pocket change for each
system the winner of that
team.
game would go on to face the winner of
another, otherwise unimportant bowl.

Nothing,
$175,000

Trim the number of regular

1)

in the country will

contest.

What about

Bowl? Mighty Western Michigan
For what?
plays Fresno State.
nia

system, but here

season games from from

we

little

What could be more

OLIVER

MILLIONS OF AMERICANS

Starts at

ARESUFFER1NGFR0MA
SERIOUS HEALTH PROBLEM.

The Supply Store
Books are on Sale!
•Christinas Cards
•Gift

•Candy & Ornaments
•Sewanee Gifts
Free Giftwrap on

all

Presents!

DENIAL.
Time

to face the fact that being overweight increases

your risk of

heart attack and to begin a program of healthy diet and exercise. After

Mon

-

Fri:

7:45

Saturday: 10:00

am
am

5:00
2:00

pm
pm

all, it's

easier to treat a case of denial

now than

a heart attack later.

^y| American Heart Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR NOUR LIFE
This space provided as a public service.
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Two Wins

in

Juhan

Home Openers

Tigers Delight Fans with
By David Folds

Petrels

Staff Writer

Substituting

Smith

The Sewanee Men's

home

returned
three

games on

first

its

most of the contest.
for

point guard

Scott

bench-ridden with four
personal fouls, sophomore Bert White
sparked the Tigers in the final ten

basketball team

after playing

for

who was

the road and delighted

minutes with two three-point shots,
three steals, and a layup. Still, Sewanee
trailed by five points with 1:51 left to

fans with two exciting come-frombehind wins the weekend of Dec. 3.

Friday night opposing the Fisk
University Bulldogs and Sunday
afternoon against the Stormy Petrels of
Oglethorpe, the Tigers were led by
seniors Steve Kenney and James
Hallock, and sophomore Kit Walsh.

play.

Fisk University led the Tigers
throughout regulation, benefitting from
the three-point line— where they were
eight for 14--and poor shooting by the
Tigers, who shot just over 38 percent

stole the ball and scored layups on two
consecutive possessions. Then, after an
exciting show by the Stormy Petrels'

At that time, fifth-year senior Steve
Kenney, celebrating his 23rd birthday,
took over the contest as he scored the
last six points for the Tigers. Kenney
brought Sewanee to within a bskct as he

coed cheerleaders, Kenney slruck again,
hitting a baseline jumper with just 27
seconds left to put the Tigers in the lead

game. Sewanee overcame their
poor shooting performance by outrebounding the Bulldogs 62-46,
including 25 offensive rebounds.
Kenney and Walsh led the Tigers on the
boards with 14 and 13, respectively.
Sewanee's aggressive defense kept
them close until late in the game when
Walsh scored from inside the lane to tie
the score at 80 with just 14 seconds
remaining. That score stood until the
end of regulation, sending the game into
for the

overtime.

who had

Missed

who moved away,

a 94-84 victory.

gave Oglethorpe

Hallock led the Tigers with 21 points
Walsh, plagued by foul trouble,
could manage only nine points.

each.

First-year coach

Tony Wingcn

directed the Tigers to these exciting
victories, but noted that the

way

has a long

team

still

to go.

"We're not where we want lo be
coming," he explained.
"We need to learn to play with intensity
for 40 minutes. When we do that, we'll
be a pretty good team."
Sophomore Dee Anderson agrees,
"As soon as we can do that," he says,
"we'll have a good ball team, a good

game

yet, but we're

for the

finishing with

Walsh, Sewanee's top

scorer, again led the Tigers with 27

by Hallock with 25.
If any game could match the
excitement of Friday night's victory,
Sunday's win over Oglethorpe may be
Sewanee, with
just the contest.
sophomore Dee Anderson sidelined with
a pulled calf muscle, trailed the Stormy

free throws

it rimmed out at the
buzzer for Sewanee's second consecutive
last-second victory.
Kenney and

a final shot, but

In overtime, the Bulldogs,

three starters out of the

with five fouls, were no match
Tigers

at 80-79.

points, followed

SENIOR JAMES HALLOCK

breaks away from opposing Oglethorpe on Dec. 5.
Hallock and Steve Kenney tied for leading scorer with 21 points. (Photo by Lyn
Hutchinson)

ball club."

#1.00 OFF
Attention
Students

—
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Corbin, Others Honored at Football Banquet
By Parker W.

Oli

Sports Editor

The term "scholar-athlete" has
acquired a curious tincture over the last
What is the discerning
few years.
public to think

when

and

sports writers

over-zealous commentators attribute
such a flattering title to scholars with

names

"Ironhcad", and "the Boz"?

like:

And do

Well, sceptics beware.

not

cringe as observers tag Scwanec's own
Tim Corbin with the somewhat

weathered and label of scholar-athlete.
Corbin, more affectionately known as
Bulldog, has earned this auspicious title

and deserves

its

Head

respect

Football

commended

Samko

Bill

Corbin's efforts rccenUy

banquet, honoring the senior

at a

members

of the 1988 Football Tigers.
I

think

its

a real tribute to

that he is able to

still

maintaining

his high level of performance.

med

Tim

keep up with his

studies and labs, while

His Prc-

courses take up a lot of time alone,

not to mention his having to worrying

about getting into medical school."
Recently, praise for Corbin's efforts
has been more wider variety of sources.
The Mobile, Alabama native earned one

of twelve National Football Foundation
Hall of Fame Inc. scholarships worth

$3000.00 towards post-graduate study.
Corbin has also received a prestigious
NCAA post graduate scholarship worth
$5000.00.

The

road, however, has not always

been paved with generous scholarship
offers. As a senior biology major and
member of the varsity football team,
Corbin hai '-ad to endure a rigorous
schedule of two of his

own

lab classes a

game too much. Football or
is
an important part of
anyone's college education. Learning
doesn't just go on inside the classroom."

South Alabama University Medical
School, and hopes to hear from Emory,
Vanderbilt, and UAB early next

Nearly 35 hours a week spent
playing football balanced with an
overloaded course schedule makes
sacrifice seem like an understatement.
Yet Corbin remains genuinely humble

Corbin was not the only member of
come away from
awards banquet with trophy's and
praise, however.
Senior Tri-Captain
Robert Black was named the Tiger's
Defensive most valuable player and was
named to the All C.A.C team. Black

love the

any sport

about accomplishments.
"I consider myself lucky to be able
to play football while at the

same lime

getting the highest quality education

semester, assisting another lab for the

that

biology department, while at the same
time attending night football practices,

anyone owes me anything for what I've
done on the field or in the classroom. If
anything, I owe my professors and my

and

all

the while he maintains a 3.5

GPA.

1

can," he said. "I don't feel that

teammates."

"Playing football has definitely
been a sacrifice, but I just couldn't see
myself giving it up," Corbin said. "I

Corbin,
the

AED,

who
the

is

new

single season record (96)

assisted tackles from his linebacking
position this season.

Fellow senior and captain Will
elected the team's
Offensive MVP and was named All
C.A.C. for the second year in a row.

Meadows was

also President of

Meadows

led the Tigers in receptions,

PreMed

receiving

yardage, and all-purpose

University's

society, has already

been accepted to

stead to be

team.

the Football Tigers to

recorded a

most of the

season, was the unanimous choice for
All-Conference. Graves stands in good

semester.

the

Bobby Graves, who

Tiger punter

led the nation in punting for

*

named

to the

All-American

Senior free-safety

Roy

Jordan,

who

solidified the Tiger secondary,

also

named

to the

was

All-Conference squad.

defensive-tackle Ray
rounded out the Tigers All-

Sophomore

McGowan

Conference team. Despite being injured
for half of the season, McGowan's
presence was such a threat to opposing
coaches in the games he did play that
they warranted his All-Conference
nomination.
Seniors, strong-safety Scott Mikel
and offensive -guard Parker Oliver were
thanked for their effort and determination
with spots on the Honorable Mention

All-Conference team.

yardage.

Swimmers Dominate Opening Competition
By Jim

Bottler

Stoff Writer

The Tigers opened their season with
a quick and impressive start. The men's
and women's swim teams thoroughly
dominated Union College on Nov. 1 8 as
both teams took first and second in
every event. Though an easy victory,
players say it gave the teams a chance to
examine their ability while providing
the rookies with race experience.

On

Dec. 3 the Tigers traveled to
Danville, Kentucky for the annual
Centre invitational, where they

competed against Centre, Berea, Union,
and Division 1 Morehead State. The

women swam
to the

very well, but fell short
depth and strength of Centre.

Senior

captain

Kay

Cahill

performed well in the 1000, 500, and
200 freestyle events and placed two
seconds and a third respectively. Katie
Patton and Laura Belknap added
additional ponts in the 200 freestyle and
swam well in the 50 and 100
respectively.

Senior Lisa D' Ambrosia

placed second

in the 50 and third in the
100, while junior Vicky Sparks placed

second in the 100, and
second in the 200 breast.
Meredith Stoever, Amy Hill, and
Ashley O'Neal swept the 200 butterfly,
while freshmen Carolyn Barringer and

third in the 50,

Parmele Price did well in the 200
backstroke and 200 i.m. respectively.
Also scoring points in the 200
backstroke were Meg Rushing and Mary
Reynolds.

Overall the times were very good

for this early in the season,

and the

coaches are very optimistic about the
women's chances in the WIAC.
The men came through with an
outstanding performance and captured
the competition behind the efforts of
freshman Hal Noelke. Hal easily won
the 1000 and also was victorious in the
100 free with an impressive 50.67
swim. The most exciting race by far
was the 200 free in which Hal touched
out All-American Peter Anderson of
Centre 1:51.87 to 1:51.88.

Sophomore Carl Adams also had an
impressive day with thirds in both the
100 and 200 free and a first in the 500.
Junior Hudson Whelchel won the iron-

man award as he swam the 1000, 500,
and 200 fly. Hunt Brown wrapped up
the sweep in the 1000 and also scored

Seniors Alex Bruce,
Smith, and Jim Bolder all placed

high in the 500.

Tim

well in their respective events, the 50
free, 200 back, and 200 fly.
Rounding out the upper-classmen
were Wade Walter, who scored in both
the 200 back and 200 i.m., and Mike
Hall who had good swims in the 200
i.m. and 200 breast, and Henry Ellison
in the 200 fly. Walt Howard and David
Wacaster also swam well and dropped
their Limes from Union.
Both the men's and women's squads
look forward to their next meet on Jan.
21 at home against Emory. They have
already shown great enthusiasm and
depth and predict that it will only get
stronger after winter workouts in Ft.

Lauderdale over Christmas break.
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FEATURE
Called "Challenging"

Outward Bound Offers Taste
By Rebecca Kuster and
Ramsey McGrory

Spending time

time, but each year

qualified guides.

Most guides

perts in their fields

and

Krissy feels that Outward

some 15,000 people

now!"
Individuals of

Outward Bound.

itself,

she says. A typical day required rising
at about 3:45, eating, dressing warmly,
and starting off at 4:30 for a designated
feet.

The day

I'm not scared to do anything

pen.

range.

Each day was a goal within

Bound

"gave me a great appreciation for nature
and how people take advantage of it." It
also gave her an "appreciation of how
much mental self can make things hap-

pay for the pleasure. They are participants in Outward Bound, a 26-year-old
organization whose motto declares that
"The Wilderness is Our Classroom."
A number of Sewanee students have
participated in the program, including
sophomore Krissy Collins. Two summers ago, she chose a 24-day Outward
Bound Program in Colorado where she
hiked through the Holy Cross mountain

peak 13-14,000

strives to

rapelling.

"The scenery was beautiful and
nothing could compare with that.. .but it
was a challenge," she says.

in the wilderness

foraging for food with strangers may not
seem like everyone's idea of a good

starts

early in order to avoid sometimes fatal
summer storms of the early afternoon.

all

ages participate in
Participants are

remain an indispensable resource. The ratio of guides
to participants is approximately 4-1.
their event, the guides

training of the participants and highly

arc ex-

all

arc trained in

all

have a distinct sequence: The

train-

Although the groups of 8-12
people that go on the expeditions plan
their event, the guide remain and indispensable resource. The ratio of guides
to participants is approximately 4-1.
It is not required that everyone be

ing period, where basic skills of the ac-

an athlete, but the courses are physical
and demanding. No experience is needed
for any of the courses, only a commitment and "willingness to try new

reflection,

experiences."

sleeping bag, clothes, tarp, and a small

first aid.

tivity are taught, the

participants get to

journey, where

know

the other peo-

ple in their group; the solo; the final
expedition, where the group plans and

executes an event; and finally, the

where the group considers

their experiences

The solo

is

and emotions.

when each person

food packet. Collins says she spent the
time during her solo thinking about
things she wanted to do, sunbathing,
and reflecting on life in general.
Most of the courses last approximately three weeks, but abbreviated

struggle in the wilderness provide a

ganization,

special insight to the rest of

to give financial aid to qualifying appli-

cost from $1000-31300.

cants.

Outing Club office has more informa-

life.

Outward Bound

is

continuously ex-

As a nonprofit orOutward Bound is also able

courses are available.

business executives.

A

tion of mountaineering

Regardless of the activity chosen,

typical expedi-

and caving

PROFESSOR WILLIAM BONDS

of the classics department looks forward (in a
upcoming holiday season. (Photo by Dee Davis)
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PHYSICAL WRECK.

PROPER.;

will

The Sewanee

tion for those interested.

EN VI RON MENf,

to the

set

panding the number of courses offered.
Some of the activities include:
dogsledding, mountaineering, cycling,
sailing and sea kayaking, and even a
program for professional development of

7lr/tatuMn\Shdute6e?

mischievous sort of way)

is

apart from one another and given water,

grouped according to age and ability.
The purpose of Outward Bound is to assist participants to discover and develop
their inner strengths and resources, to
leam to work with others cooperatively,
and to cast off any self-imposed limitations. The idea is that challenge and

While the dangers in the wilderness
are always present, Outward Bound

Other days consisted of shorter

Wild Life

lower the risks through proper

on such things as first
aid and nature, rock climbing, and
hikes, lectures

Staff Writers
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Record Review
Looking Back at the Best Guitar Records of 1988
The encompassing package titled The
Lion and the Cobra is a stab at those

By Mik Larson
Music

Critic

performers

JANUARY
They

Might

it

as

if

everything

Flansburgh.

The

peculiar

cunning of their tunes have
taken them from the backstrcels of
Brooklyn to Music Television in less
stop/start

than a year. Flansburgh's lead work is
dazzling, but the Giants' sound comes
from combining musicianship with a

Although they have
of flash.
mastered the genre we call the "single",
the public has yet to catch on to their
lot

concept of the 400 song album. The
response from Ihe Giants: "Everybody
inside

frustrated

to pay.

MARCH

Both the debut record and the recent
"ANA NG" from Lincoln have drawn
attention to the wit of John Linnell and

dies

play

Giants,

be

"Don't Let's Start"

John

who

has been done before.

and

that

is

beautiful."

and
Cole
Commotions, "Hey Rusty"
Lloyd

the

half-appealing sense of melody. Rusty,
the little one at the end of the second
side, is just one pull from the grabbag

Mainstream.

The

Commotions signed with Capitol

in the

of classics on

hanging in limbo for almost
six months. The Stranglers, U2, and
after

British

critic

commented

Johnny Blake have

that this is indeed the "feel

Sewanee
good" song of the year.
students were caught smuggling a
Polygram bootleg of the song into the
Bahamas as

early as Spring Break.

FEBRUARY

O'Connor,

APRIL
Prefab Sprout, "The Golden

Rarely has a female brought such
lo both ends of the human vocal

Calf"
Langley Park To Memphis didn't
scratch Two Wheels Good, but it is
relieving to know that Paddy McAloon
can still write a lyric when he wants to.
The vocals on the "Calf" are mixed far
into the sublime, but the song rocks

Sinead
"Mandinka"
fire

range in the 1980s.

Sinead

is

the

At

the

Queen of rock

moment,

culture and

want to breathe her air.
ucmcndously sinister
sexual appeal, and she has built a
gateway for other young Irish talent.
"Mandinka" never fails to surprise even
the attentive fan with its jump from

a lot of people

She has no

soft, lilting

hair, a

pop

lo gut-roaring screams.

probably harder than anything that's
come out this year; anything with class
that is. Where Prefab Sprout used lo
humour their listeners with emphatic

SEPTEMBER
Lei's Active, "Horizon"

Mitch does it again with wanned
over Physical Graffiti licks and
androgynous chicks. Angie Carlson
sings, Mitch does the rest. Every Dog
Has Its Day had its day, and David Bush

was quoted as saying

MAY

Comeback and album of the year go
Lloyd Cole for showing Jane's
Addiction that you can still rock with a

to

fall,

cuts on the tense-lover-gone-wrong,
Langley Park snores them with sap
about Springsteen and Ihe Venus of the
Soup Kitchen. The dancing horsemen
have gone away and left the stable bill

in a stern voice,

Factory,

"Man, there's even a tambourine ... this
has got all it takes." This is probably

Minus the
Cheston.
boys know how to leave
you with something worth blaring.

the best gradual progression song since

Black

Jet
"Interstate"

Forget

attitude, these

Nashville's Factory profides a brilliant
blend of edge metal and the "na na's"

you can hum to. Who knows where
they'll end up, probably producing
Paddy McAloon TV specials for the
and

Game Theory, "What
Whole World Wants"

the

OCTOBER

throve on conceptual unity, Two Steps
From The Middle Ages is a hit [linger.
Where Easter is the frustrated metal

Van

These

of

looks

Beethoven,
Days/Turquoise

roll.

Camper

it all

Miller and the Flying
Fantastic San Francisco Machine return
for their second helping of the year.
Where "Chardonnay" and Lolita Nation

JUNE

"One

"Daisy Glaze" from 1975.

Star's

Nothing's more perfect, but
strange (See Chilton).

rock

but "Interstate" is incredible

BBC,

Big

Jewelry"
The hottest double-A since Penny
Lane and Strawberry Fields. "One of
These Days" was never released as a
single, but it is both the violinist and

Scotty

head, therein lies Scott Miller. The
problem is lhat Game Theory's music is
less accessible, although it is highly
original.

It

sister I

tangled up in the strings on Our Beloved
Revolutionary Sweetheart. This
summer, California's Camper Van were

NOVEMBER

growing

pet

their

Washington, D.C.'s

reptiles

in

Take

930 Club.

off your medicine rattle.

House
Years"
So

"Forty

Freaks,

of

must have been your

little

saw. (See Easter)

the reggae lover's dream. It is not hard
lo feel Jonathan Seagull getting his hair

R.E.M., "Get Up"
It hasn't been easy being Green for
boys from Rockville. Who knows
what we expected ... another Document,
maybe'.' All documentation aside, the
moral of the story is that you just can't
C'mon
listen to R.E.M. all the time.
Who knows where the
sleepyhead.
the

time goes?

I

didn't

mind

it.

what you left us; a
cowboy with a smoking gun. Mighty
Hott's Richmond duo make it in L.A.

DECEMBER
The Cat

Story at eleven.

Tabitha"

AUGUST

and Mark
Clarin
Zanandrea's sweaty resurrection of
Zeitgeist has been both a blessing and a

this

is

Heads,

"Sister

Melanie

Graham

Parker,

"OK

Hieronymous"
The

Mona

Rumour legends

•

Full Service FTD Florist
Large Selection of Houseplants

•

Gifts for All Occasions

•

•

Student Hardware/Houseware Needs

•

Balloons
Greeting Cards
Ladies Designer Sportswear

•
•

Elvis struck with

Lisa's Sister and the fun

didn't stop for

one minute.
are bound lo

many

directions for the

man

not to be able to do it again in the
Parker's soulful spark is
future.

for

Brothers; both the fiddle and the guitar
work sound like they ought to be.

priceless.

The HenxC-QutiTters
ji>efnanee |Jljarmacg
Two Tanning Beds
For Your Convenience

598-5940

Mon-Fri 8:30am

UNIVERSITY AVE & HWY. 64

Ancient
raise Iheir

heads every five years or so. No.. .I'd
like to say I knew where his bloody
roses bloom, but this album went too
far in too

They have followed the precedent
making truly amazing records like
Submarine, and then getting too drugged
up lo perform them. Though foreign
correspondent Bill Reid gave their show
in Athens Ihe High "V", the West Coast
has truly romped the South in quality
So they're not on Warner
this year.

curse.

The poor man's

-

1

.

5:30pm

Saturday 8:30am- 1:00pm

REDKIN & PAUL MITCHELL
& SKIN CARE PRODUCTS

HAIR

598-5893

University Ave. at Highway 64
Student Accounts Available
Upon Request

Visa/MasterGard

Sewanee 598-0610

December

12,

1988
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FEATURE

Man On The

Q:

Street

WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR CHRISTMAS?

SANDY GUITAR:

A

ticket to

AMY ROBERTSON:
new

London.

ARCHBISHOP PETER GUDAITIS:
For people

to slop saying "nekkid" in

Chili

Mac and

a

stereo.

PATRICK JONES: Money to pay
my student loans from Sewanee.
BRITT MURRILL: A

HILL:

J.

VIC CROWLEY:

CLARE CHRISTIE:

D. FITE:

some

shells,

rod and a box

To win

the

House Sweep-

Publisher's Clearing
slakes.

little

elf in a

BART MCSPADDEN: To

string bikini.

gown (PLEASE

ROLAND KNOLL: A 4.0 and a case
of Bud, just for that holiday spirit.

comps.

LIZ EDSALL:

JOHN BREWSTER:

read

this.

keep

my

Dr. Gibson).

and

something to shoot.

$245.71.

MASON HARDY:
RIP CANON:

Eight tiny reindeer.

SPIERS: Mr. Microphone.

TRAP PUCKETTE: A
gun,

fly

girlfriend for

Dinglebeny.

lords a-leaping.

BEN IRVIN: A

DR. SMITH: A new

of rat-faced McDougalls.

MERIK

LAURA LANCASTER

complete set

back

church.

Twelve

VALERIE TARVER: A

of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles.

Early activation.

KIM HATFIELD: A

passing grade on

A gourmet restaurant in
DAVID KING:

Sewanee.

Pledges for the rest of

Peace, love, and

Height.

the year.

JAMES HALLOCK:

Pookey.

--by

Lane Williams

jr*

Tiger Bay Pub
Special for IFinalS Week:
lBoz. [offee to Go

MdL ©®£ffin®m
Honest,

we mean

it

TUES DEC. 12 8:30PM -

Pub Hours

?

Take your last chance to party before

Finals!

(limited

Friday
9 a.m. - 12 a.m.
menu from 2:30pm-4:30pm

because of

Check out our new

grill

cleaning)

Saturday 10:00 a.m.

Imports!

1:00 p.m.

-

-

11:00 p.m.

11:00 p.m.

December
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"THE LAST WORD

Webb
wWanda
Experience

Brings City
Village

to

Webb and her husband also live in
Sewanee, so she decided to rent part of
the building previously used for the
University Health Office. She is now
planning to use more of the building
space to expand her store.
Webb is originally from

By Holly Patrick
Features Editor
"Is that really

somebody's name?",

a question provoked by the sign
outside the newest store in "downtown"
is

"

Wanda Webb. The answer is
yes-Wanda Webb is the owner of the
shop, which sells contemporary
clothing and accessories for women.
The store opened about a month ago,
Sewanee,

and

designer, and sales representative. She
made jewelry for a company called

die area.

in

Webb owns
company
in

career as a jewelry and accessories

retail clothing

one of the only

is

ouUcts

Chattanooga, but has also lived in
Atlanta and Dallas. It was in Atlanta,
about six years ago, that she began her

that

the shop.

her

own manufacturing

houses

Open

facilities.

the

Webb

So she decided

a wholesale store, but instead decided to

own jewelry

for

manufacturing and

A

retail.

She decided to open a shop in
Sewanee when she realized that the
University students were not regular
Winchester store. "I
saw all these cute girls on campus and I
thought, 'I want their business!'" she

customers

in her

says.

she

manufactured jewelry, but she soon
discovered that the styles there were very
different.

it

to Dallas,

continue designing the Atlanta-

tried to

originally planned to use the building as

use

months and was

When Webb moved

manufacturing

since October,

six

a salesman for a year.

larger store off the square in Winchester,

which

Natural for

Siriclly

makes most of the items
She also owns a much

to

make

her

in Dallas.

theology major

in college,

and a

music teacher at a private school, Webb
had no real business experience. She
says that since she had heard that New
York was the place where manufacturers

went

to

buy components

for jewelry,

she went there, along with a friend who
was familiar with the city to New York.

"The

we

thing

first

did

when we got

was look up

the hotel

to

'beads' in the

yellow pages!" she says.
She went to the places that sold
beads, and found that she was expected
to

know

about "grosses" of beads,

all

and "meals" of beads. She reports that
at first she had a hard time-being
inexperienced, a

South-but

after

woman, and from the
a while she says when

they realized that " I bought a lot, and
paid my bills", things were easier.

Webb has become quite successful,
manufacturing clothes and jewelry sold
and nine foreign countries.
She goes to "market" in Atlanta and

Th@

in

let
Presents

48

states,

New York
the stores.

five times a year to sell to

She has a

eight people, including

who work

students

From
The Museum of Modern
New York, New York

Sewanee

Art

about

two University

part-time in the

store.

Because her business has prospered,
she says she would tell all students,

YES,
year.

the

I
I

want

to subscribe to the

am enclosing

a

especially

women,

that

no matter what

they want to accomplish, they can do
"It

degree

in,"

she says.

Webb's husband is a preacher and
some of the jewelry.

also helps design

Webb

says that

some suggestions

when he

first

make some

of his

"Now," she says, "people come in the
store and pick out a lot of things they
like,

and

they're all his designs!"

Webb and her husband decided to
move to Sewanee when her husband
decided he liked the place as

wife did.

Webb had

much

place

I

had ever seen," she says.

Sewanee Purple for one academic
to the Sewanee Purple in

check made out

amount of $12.00.

Mobiles
•Bookmarks

Umbrellas
Lemon

Sewanee,

-Fait

Avenue

University

Tennessee

Open Monday through Saturday
11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Phone:

598-5248

Zip Code

City

Mail

this

form and a check

as his

been involved

in

Sewanee Summer Music Program
from 1971-1973, and says she had
always dreamed of coming here to live.
"I thought Sewanee was the greatest

the

Wrap

The

made

was
was free to
own if he liked.

for designs, she

skeptical, but said that he

•Sheep
•

it.

doesn't matter what you have a

Cards

•Christmas
•Gift

staff of

Dee Davis)

(Photo by

SEWANEE'S NEWEST fashion outlet-Wanda Webb.

for $12.00 to:

Sewanee Purple

SPO
Sewanee,

TN

37375

